
Following our biggest ever programme last year, the 2017 Autumn Party Conferences will mark 
ResPublica’s eighth annual season delivering high-profile and and impactful fringe programmes.  Hosting 
senior speakers from across the Government and Opposition with our trademark thought-leadership, our 
events are at the front and centre of the annual conferences. 

ResPublica provides organisations with opportunities to make an impact on policy debates by conveying 
their core messages and strategic objectives to figures at each of the major political party conferences. 
Staging a fringe event in partnership with ResPublica is a great way of engaging with senior figures in 
Westminster, Holyrood and key regions.

2017 Autumn Party Conferences fringe programme

“ResPublica’s reputation and attention to detail really 
make sure your conference events give you the best 
bang for your buck!”
- Dan Meredith, Senior Manager - Public Affairs, E.ON UK

“ResPublica’s outstanding team took care of everything 
and their professionalism and experience shone 
through. We were exceptionally happy with the event”
- Paul Blacklock, Head of Strategy and Corporate Affairs, Calor



For more information please contact External Affairs Manager Mark Heffernan 
at mark.heffernan@respublica.org.uk or call on 020 3857 8319

Why ResPublica?
ResPublica is a thought leader in public policy debate. Our experience running high profile fringe events 
year after year has built a reputation that draws crowds of conference goers, and attracts the leading 
Ministers of State and members of the Opposition.

Keynote speakers at our fringe programme in recent years have included Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Rt 
Hon Amber Rudd MP, George Freeman MP, Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP, Keir Starmer MP, Rt Hon 
Andy Burnham MP and Angela Eagle MP

Our external affairs team hosted more than 50 events in 2016, making us the ideal partner during conference 
season. 

We offer the following:

- Public fringe events serve as an exciting platform for policy innovation and thought leadership, with a 
panel of senior politicians and expert speakers, and free attendance for packed audiences. Stimulating 
new ideas for discussion in the public domain, public panels put partners and topics front and centre in 
the conference programme.

- Private roundtable discussions hosted as either a breakfast, lunch or dinner, are exclusively tailored 
to a discussion of the desired topic. Our high-level, tailored guest lists are compiled by experienced 
ResPublica policy staff in the desired topic area. Chaired by a journalist or senior ResPublica 
representative, these Chatham House events put an issue firmly on the agenda of the policy makers, 
experts and stakeholders at the table.  

Events

The package
Event management service: high profile speakers briefed by our policy team; comprehensive catering 
options; and venues at the heart of conference

Enhanced conference presence: your representative delivering remarks; full co-branding in and out of 
the room; and a place in our full page advert in the conference handbook

Bespoke press and media activities: targeted distribution lists to attract the right attendees; a 
dedicated social media coordinator; and on-site press relations


